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Note: This is Part II of a two-part series on the Marriott hotel dig. This article was
published in Volume 6 (2007) of Fredericksburg History and Biography, the journal of
the Central Virginia Battlefield Trust (CVBT). Dovetail deeply appreciates their
permission to post this article on our webpage. For additional information on the
incredible work done by the CVBT, please visit their webpage at http://www.cvbt.org/.
To purchase a copy of Volume 6 of the Journal, see http://www.cvbt.org/productpage/cvbt-journal-v6-2007. Additional information on the Marriott excavation project
can also be found in the full project report on file at Dovetail Cultural Resource Group,
Fredericksburg, Virginia.1

Introduction
When the average person walks down the street in a historic community, they see
buildings, backyards, and parking lots. When an archaeologist walks down the same
street, they see history and opportunity. Surrounding any historic house and under most
parking lots lie centuries worth of remains from past populations. Whether it is a
prehistoric projectile point or an early-twentieth century medicine bottle, each artifact
retrieved from the earth tells a story. Recent archaeological excavations conducted at the
corner of Caroline and Charlotte streets in Fredericksburg told many stories—from
consuming high tea at the Indian Queen Tavern to working as an enslaved AfricanAmerican; from living in an important river port at the height of prosperity to being at a
strategic river crossing during an immensely-destructive war. The archaeological remains
embodied the history of Fredericksburg.
In early 2006, the City of Fredericksburg entered final negotiations to sell a parking lot in
the core of the historic district for the construction of a new hotel. The lot is located at the
southwest corner of Caroline and Charlotte streets and was among the first lots to be sold
after the founding of Fredericksburg in 1728. It had been continually occupied for almost
300 years, until the construction of the parking lot in 1967. In conjunction with the hotel
developers (the Inns of Fredericksburg LLC), the City contracted with Dovetail Cultural
Resource Group (Dovetail) to investigate the history of the lot and identify the potential
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for intact archaeological remains below the paved surface. The Phase I work comprised
extensive archival research and the excavation of seven archaeological trenches to
determine if the lot had any physical integrity.
Intact architectural remains and an abundance of artifacts were encountered in all seven
trenches. Preservation proved to be excellent, as the research team uncovered evidence of
three centuries of past lifeways across the project area. Due to the significance of the
archaeological remains and their potential to yield important information about local,
state, and national history, Dovetail recommended that the site receive additional
archaeological investigations prior to development. The retention of layered occupation is
very rare within the archaeological record of not only Fredericksburg, but across Virginia
and within urban areas throughout the United States. Recognizing the importance of this
site, numerous agencies, groups, and individuals came together to sponsor two months of
additional excavations.
This article is the second in a two-part series on the history and archaeological
investigations at the proposed hotel development site in downtown Fredericksburg. Part I,
published in 2006, included the background of the project, the history of the lots, and the
outcome of the preliminary archaeological survey completed at the site. The current
article presents the results of the large-scale excavations and the importance of the project
to the City’s preservation initiatives. Although a complete history of this area was
presented in Part I of this article series, it is important to understand the excavation
results in context. Therefore, a brief history is presented here followed by a short
synthesis of the survey results. A comprehensive examination of the subsequent largescale excavations follows.

Project Area Description
The hotel project area is located in the City of Fredericksburg, Virginia at the southwest
corner of the intersection of Caroline and Charlotte streets and within the Fredericksburg
Historic District (Figure 1). The city block that contains the project area is bounded by
Caroline Street on the east, Charlotte Street on the north, Princess Anne Street on the
west, and Wolfe Street on the south. This block currently contains the Fredericksburg
Police Station and Juvenile Court on the northwest corner, the Fredericksburg Fire
Department on the southwest corner, and commercial development along the east side of
Caroline Street. Directly south of the project area is the City of Fredericksburg Police
Records Building, a cinderblock structure built in the late 1960s.
The hotel will cover what is now the parking lot and the area just to the south of the
parking area, necessitating the removal of the cinderblock records building. Because the
construction will involve subsurface disturbances across the area, the City and the Inns of
Fredericksburg LLC agreed to examine the history of the lot and the soils below the
pavement prior to any construction activity.
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Figure 1: Location of the Hotel Project Area in Downtown Fredericksburg, Virginia.

History of the Hotel Lot: A Summary
The project area was one of the original lots set out as the 50-acre town of Fredericksburg
in 1728. Located along the main street running through town and situated only two
blocks from the wharf, Lot 35 was one of the first lots purchased.2 Although the original
occupant is not known, archival research has shown that the lot was used for domestic
purposes from the 1730s through the mid-1750s. Around 1752, Roger Dixon opened a
mercantile shop on the site. Dixon’s Store was one of the largest shops in Fredericksburg
and, like many eighteenth century shops, had a very wide range of goods for sale. 3 Dixon
repeatedly advertised in the Virginia Gazette, published in Williamsburg (Figure 2). Most
of Dixon’s ads revolved around the sale of Madeira wine, including not only details on
the sale of wine but also statements on the benefits of consuming such a beverage:
“[Wine] has no other duty…but that of gratifying the palates of generous freemen, to
gladden their hearts, and make them of a cheerful countenance…”.4
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Figure 2: Circa 1768 Ad For Roger Dixon’s Store.5

Upon the death of Roger Dixon, the use of Lot 35 converted from sales to consumption.
In 1771, Jacob Whiteley opened the first tavern on the lot.6 Whiteley’s Tavern was only
in operation for a little over two years, before the business and Lot 35 were sold to
William Herndon. Herndon renamed the enterprise the Indian Queen Tavern. Often
referred to as the Old Indian, it remained in operation on this corner for the next 50 years.
By 1795, Herndon had greatly enlarged the tavern. In a 1795 Mutual Assurance
Company insurance policy, the Indian Queen is listed as a two-story frame building
facing Caroline Street.7 The complex also included a kitchen, meat house, well, billiard’s
house, lumber house, and a very large brick stable. The Indian Queen was one of the
largest and most famous taverns in Fredericksburg, and it was frequented by some of our
most famous founding fathers, including George Washington, Thomas Jefferson, George
Wythe, Archibald Cary, George Mason, and Ludwell Lee.8 As told by General Dabny
Herndon Maury in 1894, George Washington was a repeat visitor to the Indian Queen.
When Washington was in Fredericksburg, “a dinner party was usually given to him on
his arrival at the old Indian Queen Tavern, where, tradition tells us, drink was deep and
play was high.” Maury goes on to say: “Washington often dined at the Indian Queen
Tavern, at which he was present. A British officer sang a comical song,— a very
improper song, but funny as it was improper,—at which Washington laughed till the tears
ran down his cheeks, and called upon the singer to repeat it.”9
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Many important public events were also held at the Indian Queen, including glass
blowing exhibitions, art exhibits, and balls. The Indian Queen also had some of the best
dining in town, with Sea Turtle soup as one of the house specialties.10 In 1832, the Indian
Queen Tavern burned to the ground. The fire decimated the entire hotel complex with the
exception of the brick stables to the west.11
After the fire, Lot 35 remained fallow for several years. In 1841, the lot was divided into
four parcels, all facing Caroline Street. The corner lot was a commercial building
occupied by Pritchard and Thornton’s Carriage Shop.12 The remaining three lots
comprised dwellings with subsidiary buildings in the long, narrow back lots to the west.
The carriage shop was in operation until 1863. All four buildings survived the Battle of
Fredericksburg in December 1862. After the war, the corner lot changed hands many
times, but it was always used as a commercial venue. One of the final occupants of the
corner store was Cassiday’s Pharmacy, in operation from 1907 until the early 1950s.13
The current parking lot was created in 1967 when the City purchased the property.14 The
lot was designed to cater to tourists stopping at the Fredericksburg Visitor's Center
located across the street.

The Initial Archaeological Survey
The archival research completed on the project area revealed that the lot has an extensive
and extremely diverse history. From Dixon’s Store in the mid-eighteenth century through
Cassiday’s Pharmacy in the twentieth century, the lot has been used for a variety of
commercial and residential purposes for hundreds of years prior to its conversion to a
parking lot. The question, however, was how much of the below-ground remains were
destroyed when the parking lot was created?
To answer this question, Dovetail excavated seven backhoe trenches across the lot. The
goal of this work was to examine the physical integrity of the subsurface deposits.
Dovetail overlaid historic plats onto modern maps to determine the exact location of each
trench. Once a trench location had been decided, city staff cut and removed the pavement
from seven 5 x 15 foot areas where there was the potential for locating foundations and
artifacts. A backhoe with a smooth-edged bucket was then used to scrape away the soils
to expose the deposits beneath.
All seven trenches had similar upper stratigraphy: two layers of pavement over a 3 to 5inch thick dark gravel deposit on top of orange-tan sand fill. The fill was purposefully
brought to the site in 1967 to level the lot. When the buildings on the site were destroyed
to install the parking lot, the City truncated all of the above-ground elements, leaving the
below-ground remains in place. These features included basements, foundations,
landscaping, and alley walls.
Amazingly, the team found intact remains in each trench. Archaeologists uncovered the
rear wall of the 1841 carriage factory building along with the adjoining alleyway on the
northern edge of the project area. The original stoneware sewer pipe was still resting near
the foundation along the western edge of the alley. One of the most striking features
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uncovered within the trenches were two segments of a mid-nineteenth century brick alley
wall, built to separate the domestic lots along Caroline Street from the Hope Iron
Foundry, located along Princess Anne Street from the 1840s into the twentieth century.15
Like many urban lots, the space was used and reused over its three centuries of
occupation. The alley wall found along the western boundary of the parking area was
built on top of an earlier brick floor. A test unit placed adjacent to the alley wall
uncovered a 3 x 3-foot section of the flooring. A few of the bricks were taken up to
examine the stratigraphy below the brick floor, and artifacts were subsequently found up
to 20 inches below this flooring. Thus, at least three different uses were found within this
one area, all on top of each other.
Artifacts were found across the site and in all seven trenches. These artifacts date from
the early-eighteenth through the twentieth century and included domestic artifacts
(ceramics, glass, butchered animal bone), architectural remains (brick, plaster, slate
roofing, asbestos roofing, nails), and even personal items (pipe stems, buttons, marbles).
In sum, artifacts from three centuries of Fredericksburg living were uncovered in the
project area. Evidence included architectural remains such as foundations and floors,
landscape features like walls, and an abundance of artifacts of all varieties. The
preservation of the historic deposits was excellent and very unique for an east coast urban
lot, especially one with such a long and complex history. Materials from all phases of
occupation were noted during the work, including items from Dixon’s Store, the Indian
Queen Tavern, Pritchard and Thorton’s Carriage Shop, and Cassiday’s Pharmacy—four
businesses that are an excellent representation of Fredericksburg’s commercial heritage.

Archaeological Excavations: Goals and Methodologies
Because of the integrity of the soils in this area and the potential to uncover intact
deposits, additional funding was sought from numerous sources to uncover a larger
section of the parking lot. The team hoped that opening a larger area would increase the
potential for uncovering intact features, which could show how the lot had been altered
through the years. In particular, the team was hoping to uncover part of the foundation of
the Indian Queen Tavern dating to the late-eighteenth century, as well as additional
information on the antebellum domestic landscape of 616–622 Caroline Street. While
numerous late-eighteenth and nineteenth-century dwellings exist in Fredericksburg, few
retain their historic landscapes. Since several of the buildings on this lot had rear
outbuildings, Dovetail was hoping that their remains might be found under the pavement.
In particular, there was a chance that an antebellum slave quarter was located within the
project area. Since no slave quarters have been previously excavated in Fredericksburg,
the fieldwork included excavations within the potential slave quarter area to uncover the
dwelling remains and learn as much as possible from the deposits.
Archaeologists monitored the removal of additional pavement within a 35 x 55 foot area
near the center of the parking lot. This area was selected based on the results of the
backhoe trenching survey and archival research. A backhoe was then used to strip all
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1960s fill deposits brought in to level the parking lot. Dovetail established a 10 x 10-foot
grid system across the area, and each unit received a numeric designation. This system
helped the archaeologists maintain control over all features and recovered artifacts
(Figure 3).

Figure 3: Dovetail Archaeologists Begin to Excavate the Site in 10 x 10 Foot Units.

Within each of the 10 x 10 foot units, archaeologists began the excavations by hand,
using flat shovels and trowels until features such as foundations or artifact clusters were
exposed. At that time, excavations in the larger units ceased, and smaller units were laid
out across the notable features for further exploration. Each feature was hand-excavated
using shovels and trowels and sometimes teaspoons and dental picks. The entire process
was documented through photographs, written notes, and scaled drawings.
In addition to identifying features, artifact analysis proved to be another key component
to understanding past activities at the site. To assure complete retrieval and accuracy, all
soil excavated from the site was screened, by excavation unit and layer, through ¼-inch
mesh. This method allowed the archaeologists to retrieve all artifacts that were deposited
in each context, big and small, and also to retain the provenience16 of each item. If an
artifact loses its provenience, it can only tell a fraction of the story.
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Archaeological Excavations: Results
In total, archaeologists excavated 29 units at the hotel site, ranging in size from the large
10 x 10 foot units excavated to remove the overburden to smaller 3 x 3 foot units placed
within particular features to help understand how they were created. During this work,
Dovetail found layers of foundations, features, and artifacts across the entire excavation
area. This evidence, spanning three centuries of occupation, included: 1) part of the
foundation of an early-mid eighteenth century building foundation; 2) the rear section of
the circa 1773–1832 Indian Queen Tavern; 3) a rear work area associated with the Indian
Queen; 4) a late-1830s Servant or Slave Quarter built over both the eighteenth century
building and the Tavern; 5) the previously mentioned 1840s brick alley wall; and, 6) an
early-twentieth century porch stoop (Figure 4).

Figure 4: Overview of the Dig Site Showing All Features and Excavation Units.

The early- to mid-eighteenth century remains included a cut stone foundation fastened
with mud mortar. The 18-inch wide foundation measured approximately 12 x 10 feet and
was formed of cut blocks of local Berea (colloquially called Aquia) sandstone. The use of
Berea sandstone was very common in eighteenth-century Fredericksburg construction.
The material was easy to work with, while proving to be a hardy and stable building
material. When William Byrd II visited Fredericksburg in 1732, he remarked in his diary:
“Just by the wharf is a quarry of white stone that is very soft in the ground and hardens in
the air, appearing to be as fair and fine-grained as that of Portland.”17 The stone he was
referring to was Berea/Aquia. The same stone can be found comprising foundations and
chimneys throughout Fredericksburg. Archaeological evidence showed that the
foundation had been purposefully dismantled, likely to reuse the stones (Figure 5). This
salvaging of materials was a common occurrence throughout Fredericksburg’s history.
When a building was no longer needed, the usable materials were often robbed from the
old feature and used as building material for a new structure.
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An abundance of early- to mid-eighteenth century artifacts were found in association with
the foundation. These items included Westerwald, Rhenish, tin-glazed earthenware, and
white salt glazed stoneware ceramics, along with more ubiquitous eighteenth century
items like green wine bottle glass and wrought nails. Based on the artifacts, the
construction materials and technology, and the location of the foundation remains, it is
believed that the foundation was associated with one of two (or both) occupations: a circa
1730 to 1750 domestic building on the lot or Roger Dixon's Store (circa 1750 to 1770).
While the size of the building is too small to be the store building itself, this foundation
could represent an associated outbuilding. Because of the fragmented nature of the
remains, exact identification was not possible during the study.

Figure 5: The Remains of the Robbed 18th-Century Foundation Under Centuries of
Subsequent Occupation.

The stone foundation sat directly under the foundation remains of the Indian Queen
Tavern. The soil stratigraphy suggests that the early eighteenth century stone foundation
was dismantled purposefully to accommodate construction of the tavern. It is probable
that portions of the earlier foundation were reused in the creation of the Indian Queen.
There are no known sketches of the Indian Queen Tavern, so only archaeology and
historic documents will be able to reveal what this important building looked like.
The tavern was identified by the scale and massing of the foundation remains, the
intensive burn layer covering the features (indicative of the 1832 fire), and the date of the
artifacts. Like many eighteenth-century buildings constructed along Caroline Street, the
Indian Queen had a stone foundation and a brick floor (Figure 6). Insurance policies state
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that it had a timber-frame structural system and wood-shingled roof.18 The portion
uncovered during Dovetail’s excavation was the rear (west) wall of the southern section.
Evidence suggests that this section of the hotel included a brick floor and had an exterior
end stone chimney. A comparison with insurance policies revealed that the Indian Queen
was situated on Caroline Street, directly across from what is today known as The
Chimneys, at 623 Caroline Street. Because the tavern was two stories in height and
composed of at least four sections, it would have been an imposing and impressive
structure, taking up the entire corner of the intersection. Unfortunately, the foundation of
the main section of the tavern was destroyed when residences were built along Caroline
Street in 1839. Thus, an exact configuration could no longer be determined.

Figure 6: The Rear Foundation and Interior Brick Flooring of the Indian Queen Tavern. Note the black
charcoal residue left from the 1832 fire.

To the rear (west) of the tavern foundation, archaeologists uncovered a brick and stone
pad likely used as a work area (Figure 7). This section of the tavern yard also included a
well and meat house, and the work area was also likely used for laundry, butchery, and
other tasks associated with tavern keeping. Later developments intruded upon the work
area, including the 1841 alley wall and a mid-twentieth century telephone pole, but
enough of the earlier fabric remained in situ to reveal the general composition of the
tavern yard during its heyday.
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Figure 7: The Indian Queen Work Area With Later Intrusions, Including an 1840s Alley Wall and a
Twntieth-Century Telephone Pole.

Artifacts found within the tavern ruins and across the work yard included, as expected, an
abundance of bone and serving wares, such as green wine bottle glass, utensils, and
stemware from goblets and other drinking vessels (Figure 8). Most of the bone was cut
mammal bone, reflecting a typical tavern diet of slabs of cut meat. One of the most
interesting artifacts found near the work area was a 1773 Virginia half penny, the first
coin type minted that referred to Virginia as a state. The most prevalent artifact by far,
however, proved to be willow-pattern pearlware. During excavations at the tavern,
Dovetail found plates, bowls, and trenchers all made with this same pattern (Figure 9).
Willow-pattern pearlware was available from the late eighteenth century through
approximately 1830,19 the exact use dates of the Indian Queen. Because of the prolific
amount of willow-pattern ceramics uncovered in the Indian Queen-era deposits and the
types of vessels recovered, it is likely that this was the hotel plate pattern for at least a
portion of its operating period.
The Indian Queen burned in April 1832. After the fire, the lot laid empty for about seven
years.20 In 1839, the three domestic buildings and one commercial shop were constructed
on the lots facing Caroline Street. One of the most interesting finds of the dig was a circa
1839, 12 x 15 foot foundation built directly on top of the Indian Queen burn layer. The
foundation was located in what would have been the rear yard of the home at 618
Caroline Street. On late-nineteenth century insurance maps, the building is labeled as a
11

“dwelling.”21 A small, antebellum dwelling located in the rear yard of a home could have
very interesting meaning. As such, the discovery of the structure held great interest to the
research team.

Figure 8: Bar and Food Artifacts from the Indian Queen, including (clockwise from bottom): the base of a
wine bottle, the copper leg to a kettle, a carved bone handle from a utensil, and an etched wine glass stem.
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Figure 9: Willow-Pattern Pearlware Plates Used at the Indian Queen Tavern.

This antebellum foundation had an interesting architectural composition. The structural
system was post-in-ground with brick infill, and several of the support posts had been
replaced with pruned tree trunks (Figure 10). A post-in-ground building constructed in
the 1830s is extremely unique. The technique was abundantly popular in the colony
during the seventeenth and early eighteenth century,22 but it was replaced with pier and
sill and solid foundation construction in the mid- to late-eighteenth century. The building
had a single brick exterior end chimney on the western elevation, thus the entry into the
dwelling would have likely been to the east facing the main house on Caroline Street or
into the yard to the south. Fragments of a raised wood floor were also recovered. The
latter had collapsed within the building sometime prior to deconstruction of the building.

Figure 10: Foundation of the Servant/Slave Quarter, Noted by Arrows.
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Artifacts found in association with this small dwelling included fragments of nineteenthcentury table wares such as whiteware and yelloware plates, clear vessel glass, and,
interestingly, an abundance of personal artifacts such as marbles, buttons, bone
toothbrushes, eyeglass pieces, and buckles (Figure 11). Recovery of architectural
materials such as cut nails with both cut and wrought heads and pre-industrial window
glass confirm an antebellum construction date. Four types of evidence came together to
help identity the use of this building: its construction period based on the types of
materials used during construction, the methodology of the building construction, the
artifact assemblage found surrounding the dwelling remains, and the archival research.
Together, they lead to the hypothesis that this dwelling was a slave quarter. The chimney
for the building was too small to have operated as a kitchen outbuilding, and the
rudimentary construction method is not what would have been employed on the home of
an individual from the emerging middle class or burgeoning upper class. The numerous
domestic artifacts are indicative of permanent occupation, thus it likely did not function
as a temporary outbuilding. Finally, archival evidence shows that enslaved Africans lived
on the property at 618 Caroline Street during the antebellum period.23 What is not known
is if these enslaved individuals lived in the main house or in this separate dwelling in the
rear yard.

Figure 11: Personal Artifacts Found at the Servant/Slave Quarter including buttons, thimbles, needles, a
bone toothbrush, marbles, and glass from eyewear.

The evidence thus suggests that the building uncovered during the excavations was very
likely a slave quarter, but this conclusion cannot be completely confirmed. Therefore, the
interpretation of the building must be listed as a servant’s quarter, not a slave quarter, as
the occupant’s standing as chattel cannot be validated. If this building is indeed a slave
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quarter, though, it is the first urban slave quarter uncovered in Fredericksburg—an
interesting development considering that over one-half of the population of
Fredericksburg was enslaved in 1850.24
The town of Fredericksburg included 730 households in 1860,25 all of which would soon
become directly embroiled in one of the most monumental events in Fredericksburg
history: the Civil War. Located along one of the main thoroughfares through town, Union
and Confederate troops repeatedly passed this lot on Caroline Street at various times
during the four-year war period. Fighting occurred in town during the First and Second
Battles of Fredericksburg, and Union troops camped across the Rappahannock in Stafford
County and the nearby community of Falmouth during the winter of 1862–1863, a
presence that ravaged the built environment and disrupted daily lifeways of town
inhabitants.
Besides the evidence of above-ground physical destruction, the Civil War usually left
only a small mark in the archaeological record at urban sites due to its relatively-short
duration. At the hotel site, though, archaeologists uncovered a unique feature with direct
ties to the war. Behind the servants quarter, in an area that would have been located to
the west of Caroline Street and along a wooden boundary fence, archaeologists
uncovered a small refuse pit. Within the pit were several green wine bottles dating to the
third quarter of the nineteenth century, whole and butchered animal bones, and the
remains of a wooden ammunition box (Figure 12). The latter contained twenty-six 0.58
caliber minnie balls made at the Washington Arsenal just outside of Washington D.C.
during the war. In addition to the ammunition box, Dovetail also recovered an exploded
mortar shell on the site, which also related to the catastrophic events of December 1862.

Figure 12: Civil-War Era Refuse Deposit, including wine bottles, animal bone, and the remains of an
ammunition box with 0.58 Calibur bullets (center).
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Remains from the post-war period were also encountered during the excavations. The
areas to the rear of the homes on Caroline Street continued to be used as back yard space
for general household activities and even refuse deposit. A cement stoop was uncovered
along the eastern edge of the excavation area, which would have functioned as a rear step
for the home at 620 Caroline Street. An abundance of late-nineteenth and early-twentieth
century artifacts were found across the area, including ceramics, bottle glass, hurricane
glass from gas light covers, and medicine bottles. The latter could have even been sold by
Cassiday’s Drug Store (Figure 13), which occupied 622 Caroline Street from 1907 until
the 1950s.

Figure 13: Pharmacy Label from Cassiday’s Drug Store.

The Dig in Context
In sum, the hotel dig uncovered remains from the early- and late-eighteenth century, the
early-nineteenth century, and the antebellum and post-war periods—over 300 years of
occupation. The excavation allowed archaeologists to explore not only hidden transcripts
on physical remains of the past but also untapped resources of today. When
archaeologists explore a historic site, they have the ability to shed light on areas of the
past that are not illuminated in written records. This includes marginalized groups such as
woman, African-Americans, and artisan classes, to name a few, and also unmentioned
areas of life. A daily activity that seemed mundane and uninteresting to the historic actor
sometimes is exciting and interesting to the modern-day scholar. For example,
archaeologists working in the backyard of the Indian Queen hotel were able to discern the
inner-workings of this urban “hot spot” including ideas on refuse disposal, organization
of daily chores, and the types of vessels and plates used to serve the guests.
One of the highlights of the excavation was the identification of the 1830s servant/slave
quarter. Although half of the population of Fredericksburg was African American in
1860, very little is known about this entire segment of society. Little is also written about
other household servants employed in town. The recovery of such a large collection of
personal artifacts surrounding the home allows archaeologists to look at details on their
lives that would otherwise go unnoticed. The presence of eyeglasses and medicine bottles
shows their access to health care. The availability of such goods and services is likely
because of their occupation in an urban area, as similar findings are nowhere near as
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common on slave quarter sites in rural areas such as on plantations. Also recovered from
the quarter was a diversity of ceramics and glass. This pattern is actually very common
on many slave quarter sites, as servants used the items at their disposal including old
dishes no longer used by the primary household or wine bottles no longer needed by the
slave-holding family. This resulted in a hodgepodge of plates, drinking vessels, and
utensils used in enslaved households.
Over the past 20 years, archaeologists have been working to overcome the sometimes
negative academic and public perception of their field. While some view archaeologists
as rogue relic hunters (i.e., the Indiana Jones theory), others view them as a closed,
secretive network that keeps information close at hand. Still others embrace the decadesold trope of archaeologists as “handmaidens to history”. In reality, archaeologists conduct
multidisciplinary studies to highlight areas that can only be examined through a
combination of physical remains, archival documents, and oral histories, along with
several other avenues of inquiry. The hotel site is an ideal example of this concept.

The Tourism of Tourism
In addition to the abundance of information obtained by archaeologists from the
excavation and research, Fredericksburg and its city officials got to witness other very
important benefits of public archaeology, namely an increase in tourism and a larger
awareness of historic events by city residents. In general, the public has a fascination with
archaeology. Even when they realize that archaeologists don’t find gold, buried treasure,
or dinosaur bones, they are still enamored with the idea of uncovering the past through
tangible remains. Archaeology can then be used as a very important tool to educate
school children and adults alike on the history of a community. It has the ability to make
the past come alive for some—a marble uncovered at a site was last played with by a
child hundreds of years earlier. Numerous school groups visited the hotel site during the
summer of 2006, from preschoolers to college students. All hopefully took away
something new from their experience watching, and even participating in, part of the dig.
In addition, to local residents, an abundance of tourists visited the site every day.
Ironically, while archaeologists were digging up a tavern—one of the most popular
tourist hostelries in Fredericksburg during the colonial and federalist periods—scores of
tourists visited the Indian Queen for the first time in 175 years. Word on the finds was
spread through on-site signage as well as media outlets. Several articles on the site were
published in the Fredericksburg Free Lance-Star newspaper, and the local news station
did a story on the dig. There were also two stories written in the “Travel Tourism”
section of Travel Host magazine, a quarterly magazine that appears in all of the hotel
rooms in the area. General publicity such as this is another method that archaeologists are
starting to tap into to share the information garnered from their excavations.
The hotel dig, and similar large-scale excavations in other cities, have benefits beyond
expanding our knowledge base and extending the information to the general public. It
helped to highlight the presence and importance of subsurface remains to understanding
our past. In New York City, when workers started uncovering bones while excavating for
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a foundation in lower Manhattan, locals were shocked at the presence of intact soils.
Archaeologists uncovered over 400 African-American slave burials in what is likely one
of the most urbanized areas in the world—an area that most thought would have
absolutely no probability to contain archaeological materials. In actuality, intact
subsurface remains are everywhere. Like many urban areas, Fredericksburg has been
used and reused for centuries. Each occupation left an indelible print on the material
legacy of our community, and archeology can help fill in the gaps on many aspects of our
past were little information is known.

The Hotel Dig and Fredericksburg: A Summary
Moving beyond the physical, digs such as that at the hotel site can aid in the creation of
preservation legislation and the exploration of theoretical issues related to cultural
resources. In part because of the hotel dig, the City of Fredericksburg recently
reconvened their Historic Preservation Task Force. One of the goals of the Preservation
Plan being developed by the Task Force is to add an archaeological component to the
City's comprehensive plan. Such a goal would allow for more digs across the city,
increasing the potential for our community to learn more about our past through belowground material remains.
The archaeological excavations at the hotel site comprised a multifaceted study on
centuries of Fredericksburg’s history. In total, historians and archaeologists uncovered
details on one of the original lots in early-eighteenth century Fredericksburg, a mideighteenth century mercantile shop, a notable and notorious federal-period tavern, an
antebellum servant’s quarter, the Civil War, and post-war domestic and commercial
occupation. All told, over 70,000 artifacts were retrieved from the 35 x 55 foot dig area.
If an artifact indeed tells a story, than the hotel site shared thousands of stories spanning
centuries of Fredericksburg history, to reveal much about the lives of countless
individuals who lived and worked in this area.
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